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MSHTaN3LO
• MSHTaN3LO: new PDF release from MSHT group including approximate 

N3LO theory + missing higher order uncertainties.

• In a nutshell, use known information about splitting functions, DIS 
coefficient functions + heavy flavour transition matrix elements, along with 
parameterised K-factors for hadronic processes.

• For e.g. splitting functions the LL (sometimes NLL) low   contribution is 
known        include this contribution and allow coefficient of NLL to vary:

N3LO - What do we know?

Zero-mass structure function N3LO coefficient functions are known [2].

Some knowledge of leading terms in the small x and large x regime
[3-12], e.g.
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Some numerical constraints (Low-
integer Mellin moments) [3-12].

Intuition from lower orders and
expectations from perturbation
theory.

Very little about many cross-
sections (K-factors).
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with        treated as unknown nuisance parameter in fit. Similarly for others.

J. McGowan et al., 2207.04739 

• In addition range of Mellin moments known at N3LO: constrain to agree with 
these ( ~ high     ).
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Figure 3: Perturbative expansions up to aN3LO for the quark singlet splitting functions PPS
qq (top)

and Pqg (bottom) including any corresponding allowed ±1� variation (shaded green region). The best
fit values (blue dashed line) display the predictions for each function determined from a global PDF
fit.
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Figure 4: Perturbative expansions for the gluon splitting functions Pgq (top) and Pgg (bottom)
including any corresponding allowed ±1� variation (shaded green region). The best fit value (blue
dashed line) displays the prediction for this function determined from a global PDF fit.
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Pqg

• Biggest impact as expected 
at low    , driven by the LL + 
NLL contributions included.
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fit values (blue dashed line) display the predictions for each function determined from a global PDF
fit.
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Figure 4: Perturbative expansions for the gluon splitting functions Pgq (top) and Pgg (bottom)
including any corresponding allowed ±1� variation (shaded green region). The best fit value (blue
dashed line) displays the prediction for this function determined from a global PDF fit.
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where qi(x, µ2

f
) and q

i
(x, µ2

f
) are the quark and anti-quark distributions respectively, as a func-

tion of Bjorken x and the factorisation scale µ
2

f
. The summation in Equation (2.2) runs over

all flavours of (anti-)quarks i up to the number of available flavours nf .

This singlet distribution is inherently coupled to the gluon density. Because of this, we must

consider the gluon carefully when describing the evolution of the flavour singlet distribution with

the energy scale µf . The Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) [18] equations

that govern this evolution are:
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where Pij : i, j 2 q, g are the splitting functions and the factorisation scale µf is facilitating the

required evolution up to the physical scaleQ2. The matrix of splitting functions P appropriately

couples the singlet and gluon distribution by means of a convolution in the momentum fraction

x. We note here that Pqq ⌘ Pq!gq is decomposed into non-singlet (NS) and a pure-singlet (PS)

parts defined by,

Pqq(x) = P
+

NS
(x) + PPS(x), (2.4)

where the P
+

NS
is a non-singlet distribution splitting function which has been calculated ap-

proximately to four loops in [19]1. The non-singlet part of Pqq dominates at large-x but as

x ! 0, this contribution is highly suppressed due to the relevant QCD sum rules. On the other

hand, due to the involvement of the gluon in the pure-singlet splitting function (as described

above), this contribution grows towards small-x and therefore begins to dominate.

Turning to the splitting function matrix, each element can be expanded perturbatively as

a function of ↵s up to N3LO as,
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2
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where we have omitted the scale argument of ↵s(µ2

r
= µ

2

f
) ⌘ ↵s for brevity and P (0), P (1), P (2)

are known [18, 20–25]. P (3) are the four-loop quantities which we approximate in Section 4

using information from [19,26–34].

Considering Equation (2.1), ⌃(Q2) and g(Q2) are the singlet and gluon PDFs respectively,

evolved to the required Q
2 energy of the process via Equation (2.3). For more information on

the relevant formulae used in this convolution, the reader is referred to [35].

Thus far, we have limited our discussion to only light quark flavours. However, as we move

through the full range of Q2 values, the number of partons which are kinematically accessible

increases. More specifically, as we pass over the charm and bottom mass thresholds (where

Q
2 = m

2

c,b
) we must account for the heavy quark PDFs and their corresponding contributions.

1In this discussion, we only consider the P
+
NS

non-singlet distribution as this is the distribution which
contributes to the singlet evolution. Other non-singlet distributions are briefly discussed in Section 4.
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Figure 3: Perturbative expansions up to aN3LO for the quark singlet splitting functions PPS
qq (top)

and Pqg (bottom) including any corresponding allowed ±1� variation (shaded green region). The best
fit values (blue dashed line) display the predictions for each function determined from a global PDF
fit.
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Figure 1. The resummed and matched splitting functions at NNLO+NLL (solid) accuracy compared with
the fixed-order results at LO (dotted), NLO (dashed) and NNLO (dot-dot-dashed). The left plot shows
Pgg (blue) and Pqg (orange), and the right plot Pgq (blue) and Pqq (orange). The plots are for –s = 0.2
and nf = 4 in the Q0MS scheme.

Figure 2. Comparison between resummed and matched splitting functions in two variants of small-x
resummation.

(blue) and Pqg (orange) in the left plot, and Pgq (blue) and Pqq (orange) in the right plot, at LO
(dotted), NLO (dashed), NNLO (dot-dot-dashed) and NNLO+NLL (solid). The resummed result is
supplemented with an uncertainty band, which aims to estimate the impact of unknown subleading
logarithmic contributions. Following Ref. [38], this band is obtained by considering variations of the
way RC resummation of “+ is implemented and of the way the resummation of “qg is performed,
and summing in quadrature the two e�ects.5 The qualitative aspect of these results is the same of
those obtained with the HELL 2.0 settings of Ref. [38], i.e. using the LLÕ anomalous dimension.6

To better appreciate similarities and di�erences, we compare the two variants of the resumma-
tion in Fig. 2, focussing on Pqg on the left and on Pgg on the right. The current default, denoted
with “NNLO+NLL” (solid red) is compared to the choice we made in Ref. [38], which has been

5In fact, in Ref. [38] we considered only the second variation for Pqg and Pqq ; we now use a more symmetric
approach and use both for all the splitting functions.

6We warn the reader that we have discovered a bug in the implementation of our NLL results. The numerical
impact is not dramatic and it is discussed in detail in App. B. All numerical results presented here, including
the ones with HELL 2.0 settings (i.e., using the LLÕ anomalous dimension), have been obtained with the corrected
implementation of the resummation.
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• Can also compare against 
NLL resummed results.
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Figure 1. The resummed and matched splitting functions at NNLO+NLL (solid) accuracy compared with
the fixed-order results at LO (dotted), NLO (dashed) and NNLO (dot-dot-dashed). The left plot shows
Pgg (blue) and Pqg (orange), and the right plot Pgq (blue) and Pqq (orange). The plots are for –s = 0.2
and nf = 4 in the Q0MS scheme.

Figure 2. Comparison between resummed and matched splitting functions in two variants of small-x
resummation.

(blue) and Pqg (orange) in the left plot, and Pgq (blue) and Pqq (orange) in the right plot, at LO
(dotted), NLO (dashed), NNLO (dot-dot-dashed) and NNLO+NLL (solid). The resummed result is
supplemented with an uncertainty band, which aims to estimate the impact of unknown subleading
logarithmic contributions. Following Ref. [38], this band is obtained by considering variations of the
way RC resummation of “+ is implemented and of the way the resummation of “qg is performed,
and summing in quadrature the two e�ects.5 The qualitative aspect of these results is the same of
those obtained with the HELL 2.0 settings of Ref. [38], i.e. using the LLÕ anomalous dimension.6

To better appreciate similarities and di�erences, we compare the two variants of the resumma-
tion in Fig. 2, focussing on Pqg on the left and on Pgg on the right. The current default, denoted
with “NNLO+NLL” (solid red) is compared to the choice we made in Ref. [38], which has been

5In fact, in Ref. [38] we considered only the second variation for Pqg and Pqq ; we now use a more symmetric
approach and use both for all the splitting functions.

6We warn the reader that we have discovered a bug in the implementation of our NLL results. The numerical
impact is not dramatic and it is discussed in detail in App. B. All numerical results presented here, including
the ones with HELL 2.0 settings (i.e., using the LLÕ anomalous dimension), have been obtained with the corrected
implementation of the resummation.
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6

Figure 3: Perturbative expansions up to aN3LO for the quark singlet splitting functions PPS
qq (top)

and Pqg (bottom) including any corresponding allowed ±1� variation (shaded green region). The best
fit values (blue dashed line) display the predictions for each function determined from a global PDF
fit.
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• Picture less clear for
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Pgg

NB. this should be multiplied by nf=4 to compare with 
above!

• Note sub-asymptotic terms 
different here vs. 
resummation + precise 
splitting function driven by 
fit.



• Fit quality?

Global Fit Quality at aN3LO

We see a reduction in
�
2 from NNLO across all

datasets (��
2 = �160

for 20 extra parameters).

ATLAS 8 TeV Z pT [17]
sees a huge reduction in
�
2.

This is a similar reduction
found at NNLO when
HERA datasets were not
included [1].

In the aN3LO fit, we also
see a reduction in the fit
to HERA data.
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• Improvement in going to aN3LO. Mostly due to updated theory (DGLAP 
etc) rather than extra freedom in K-factors for hadronic data.

The overall �
2 follows the general trend one may expect from

perturbation theory.

LO NLO NNLO N3LO
�
2

Npts
2.57 1.33 1.17 1.14

Evidence that including aN3LO has reduced tensions between small
and large-x.

�
2 reduction is mostly

due to new theory, not
just from K-factors included
in fit.

Average penalty for included
20 aN3LO parameters is
0.53.

HP2 2022 – Sep. 2022 17
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• Of particular note here: improvement in description of HERA data.

• Evidence that aN3LO alleviates some tension between low and high x 
sensitive data in fit

• Level of improvement 
similar to that seen in 
dedicated NNLO + NLL* 
resummation.

8

NNLO fit NNLO+NLLx fit
with new settings with new settings

Total c2(= c̃2 + corr+ log)/d.o.f. 1468(1327+119+22)/1207 1394(1305+91�2)/1207

dataset inclusive (c̃2 + corr+ log)/n.d.p. (1264+103+21)/1145 (1239+78�4)/1145
- subset NC 920 c̃2/n.d.p. 447/377 413/377
- subset NC 820 c̃2/n.d.p. 67/70 65/70

dataset charm (c̃2 + corr+ log)/n.d.p. (47+12�1)/47 (50+11�1)/47
dataset beauty (c̃2 + corr+ log)/n.d.p. (16+2+3)/29 (16+2+3)/29

Table 2 Total c2 per d.o.f. and some of the partial c̃2’s per number of data points (n.d.p.) for the PDF fits to HERA inclusive and heavy-quark
data with and without ln(1/x) resummation with the new settings. Also shown are the contributions to the c2 from the correlated shifts and the log
terms.

which may also be sensitive. Other data sets entering the
fit probe higher x and Q

2 and their c2 is not significantly
affected, and so they are not shown in the table. To fully ap-
preciate the source of the overall improvement in c2, it is
necessary to consider the contribution due to the correlated
systematic uncertainties and the logarithmic term. The form
of the c2 minimised during the fits is given by [44]:

c2 = Â
i

h
Di �Ti

⇣
1�Â j g i

j
b j

⌘i2

d 2
i,uncT

2
i
+d 2
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+Â
j

b
2
j

+ Â
i

ln
d 2

i,uncT
2

i
+d 2

i,statDiTi

d 2
i,uncD

2
i
+d 2

i,statD
2
i

,

(5)

where Ti is the theoretical prediction and Di the measured
value of the i-th data point, di,stat, di,unc, and g i

j
are the relat-

ive statistical, uncorrelated systematic, and correlated sys-
tematic uncertainties, and b j are the nuisance parameters
associated to the correlated systematics which are determ-
ined during the fit. The “c̃2”, “corr” and “log” contributions
reported in Tab. 2 correspond to the first, second and third
terms in the r.h.s. of Eq. (5), respectively. A reduction of the
correlated shifts term indicates that the fit does not require
the predictions to be shifted so far within the tolerance of the
correlated systematic uncertainties, while a reduction of the
log term reflects a better agreement of the theoretical predic-
tions with the data. Considering the partial c̃2, the correlated
shift term and the log term for the inclusive and heavy-quark
data, we can see that the largest improvement comes from
the NC Ep = 920 GeV, which is much better described in
the NNLO+NLLx fit. There is no visible improvement in
the NC Ep = 820 GeV data set, perhaps due to the larger
uncertainties of its low x data. There is no improvement for
the beauty data either, and since most of the data points are
at higher x and Q

2 this is not surprising. More surprisingly,
the change for the charm data from c2 = 58 at NNLO to
c2 = 60 at NNLO+NLLx is negligible. This contrasts with
the results of Ref. [9]. The origin of this difference is that
the FONLL scheme with perturbatively generated charm at
NNLO, used in this analysis, provides a better description of

the charm data than the FONLL implementation with fitted
charm [45, 46] (as also found in Ref. [9]). We will return on
this at the end of the section.

In Fig. 7 the results of the fits are compared to the NC
Ep = 920 GeV inclusive reduced cross-section data in the
lowest Q

2 bins included in the fits. The plots illustrate the
predictions both before and after the shifts due to the ex-
perimental correlated systematics are applied. The shift to
the theoretical prediction Ti, according to Eq. (5), is given
by Ti Â j g i

j
b j. It is evident that for the fit including ln(1/x)-

resummation effects the initial description of the data is bet-
ter and thus the correlated shifts are smaller. In particular,
the low-x turn-over of the measurements is better repro-
duced by the fit that includes ln(1/x) resummation. This is a
direct consequence of the steeper gluon at low x (see Fig. 3)
that makes FL larger at low x causing a more pronounced
turn-over of the reduced cross section (cfr. Eq. (1)). This is
the main reason for the reduction in c2 of the fit with ln(1/x)
resummation.

This point is illustrated also in Fig. 8 where the theoreti-
cal predictions of FL with and without ln(1/x) resummation
are compared to the H1 FL extraction. The visual description
of this data set is improved in the former case thanks to the
fact that ln(1/x)-resummed predictions for FL are larger at
low x.6

4.3 Comparison with the NNPDF analysis

We conclude this section by comparing our results with
those of the NNPDF3.1 family [9, 47]. In Fig. 9 we show
the total singlet, gluon and charm PDFs with (lower plots)
and without (upper plots) ln(1/x) resummation. In partic-
ular, on top of our PDFs, we consider the global and the
DIS-only PDF sets of Ref. [9] (NNPDF3.1sx, henceforth).
In contrast with this analysis, all NNPDF3.1sx sets have
been obtained by fitting the charm PDFs to data. Therefore,

6We recall that these data are not explicitly included in our fit, but
information on FL is included in the reduced cross sections which are
fitted.
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Table 4.2. Same as Table 4.1, now for the global NNPDF3.1sx NLO, NLO+NLLx, NNLO and
NNLO+NLLx fits, corresponding to the baseline value of Hcut = 0.6 for the cut to the hadronic data.
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*N.B. relative vs. absolute counting - NLL can mean 
different things. 8



• Impact on PDFs qualitatively 
similar to resummed result for 
e.g. gluon.

• For now just observation: more 
to understand!

Figure 34: General forms of NNLO (top) and aN3LO (bottom) PDFs at low (left) and high (right)
Q

2. Several main features can be compared and contrasted such as the marked increase in the gluon
and charm at small-x (note the di↵erence in y-axis scale between NNLO (top) and aN3LO (bottom)).
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of the NNPDF3.1sx NNLO and NNLO+NLLx global fits at Q = 100 GeV. We
show the gluon PDF and the charm, up, and down quark PDFs, normalized to the central value of the
baseline NNLO fit.
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